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This is another  work  within Op.25 that  is a development  of  Op.10 No.2, and  in a
similar  fashion, it is an exercise in playing chromatics using the weakest fingers, but
with the added complications of  doing so in thirds and, in the central  section, with
both  hands.  However,  there is much  more to this work  than  the mere technical
ability  of  being able to play  the notes correctly  in the right  order;  this is also an
exercise in  phrase  manipulation  and  the abil ity  of  the pianist  to  resolve these
anomalies totally seamlessly and convincingly. It  is also an exercise in balancing two
very different  types of legato playing between the two hands.

The work  breaks down into three main sections (bars 1-18, 19-34 and 35-48) with an
extended coda from bar  49 through to the end. However,  these divisions are by no
means clear  cut, for, once again, Chopin goes to great  lengths to blur  these divisions
and in so doing,  turns the work  into a moto perpetuo that  is very  reminiscent  of
Op.25 No.2. 

The fingering for  the right-hand  thirds is extremely important  for, almost  without
exception, these chromatic thirds must be played fully legato and sotto voce against
a very sophisticated left hand figuration that  is both melody and harmony. I  would
suggest  that  you learn  the complex right-hand  figuration at  half  speed and separate
from the left  hand  for  each individual  section, but  evenly and  with no dynamics –
just  sotto voce and  pianissimo throughout.  Having  perfected  the  right-hand
chromatics, you can then add the left-hand figuration and the various dynamics. In
my Mikuli  edition, there are several  places in the score that  have different  dynamic
markings for  both left and right  hand  – crescendos in one hand  must  coexist with
diminuendos in  the other  (and  vice-versa).  The sustaining  pedal  must  be used
throughout  this work,  but  only where marked  in the score and  once again, its use
must be delicate and discreet in order  not to smudge the right-hand chromatics.



One has only to hear  Pollini, or any other  virtuosi  playing this work to realise that  it
is not so much the technical  skil ls that  are important,  but  more the application of
two very different  kinds to tone colour  to the right- and left-hand figurations.
Having learnt  Op.10, you will have the technical  skills to play this work;  the aim of
this étude therefore, must be seen in terms of the refining and perfection of the
pianist’ s ear.


